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A stunning colour combination to pique interest in this imaginative winter planting.
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Thank you to everyone who braved the elements to attend 
the AGM in January. For those who were not able to be 
there, a few bits of information to keep you up to date.

2014 was another good year for the West Yorkshire 
Group. We had some excellent speakers; very enjoyable 
garden visits both locally and further afield, and two medal 
winning exhibits at the Harrogate Flower Shows, which 
were very well received by the public. Financially we, 
roughly speaking, ‘broke even’, which is a great result 
considering the speakers we have had, the wonderful 
newsletters we receive and the subsidies that are available 

to all members for our evening visits and day trip. These subsidies will be further extended 
this year to allow all members who book in advance to attend the Day Conference for just 
£10 – a saving of 50%, which I hope many of you will avail yourselves of. We are able to 
do all this because of your support for the group, particularly at our two plant auctions.

Two of the committee members have stood down this year. Sally Robinson who 
has been a very active and helpful committee member in a variety of ways, including 
organizing our annual holiday for the last 3 years, and Sandra Tesseyman who has served 
on the committee for 12 years. For most of that time Sandra has been ‘without portfolio’ 
but has been particularly active in preparing plants and officiating at plant sales, especially 
in the run-up to our Chelsea exhibit in 2010. To both Sally and Sandra we say a huge 
‘thank you’.

I am delighted to report that they have been replaced by Kate Van Heel and Brian 
Hackett. Kate has a lovely ‘Yellow Book’ garden that we will be visiting in August and 
Brian is the national HPS Photo Librarian, so I am sure they each have much to contribute 
to the committee. During the year Colin Guttridge also joined the committee – he and 
Rena organize our involvement in the Conservation Scheme jointly and Colin is another 
very willing pair of hands. So for the first time in several years the committee is at full 
strength, which is wonderful.

Our Treasurer, Wendy, is now spending part of each year in France so we are grateful 
to Maggie Sugden, who has agreed to become more involved in the day-to-day running of 
our finances.

As far as our involvement with the National Society goes, apart from Brian being the 
Photo Librarian, his wife Lynne has recently become the Editor of the national Newsletter. 
We thank them both for undertaking these roles on our behalf. Furthermore, following the 
national AGM in March, we anticipate that we will have in our midst the National Vice-
Chairman, as Ruth Baumberg has agreed to stand for election to that office.

When I started to write this I thought that there really wasn’t much to say, but it just 
goes to show what an active group we are. We look forward to that carrying on throughout 
2015. 
Best wishes,
Sue Gray
Chairman, West Yorkshire Group HPS

Welcome to the Winter 2015 Newsletter

SPECial NOTE: 
If there is a red dot on 

the front of your newsletter 
your subscription to the 

WYorks HPS Group is due for 
renewal. Wendy or Maggie 

will be happy to advise
 how to renew.

This beautiful and romantic garden is divided by hedges and arches with surprises round 
every corner, and filled with wonderful plants, so many completely new to us. The high 
brick walls are festooned with rare climbers, roses, clematis, aconitum, acacia, and many 
we couldn’t name; fascinating plants such as Loasa triphylla var volcanica with brilliant 
scarlet flowers, but beware, the plant has a vicious nettle-like sting [see front cover of 
previous issue]. Some of the group ventured up the rickety winding stairs to the top of the 
watch tower where we had a wonderful bird’s-eye view over the garden, and were able to 
spot the places we’d missed.

Last but not least the nursery 
was full of tempting treasures found 
nowhere else, and most people had 
raided the beds there first. Louisa 
was by herself manning the sales 
and fielding questions, as well as 
packing the purchases into crates 
and then on to her trailer which, 
when full, she drove down the 
lane to the coach, much to the 
consternation of the driver as he saw 
it approach his already overpacked 
vehicle.

What a wonderful close to a 
memorable trip. Thank you Sally.
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Wonderfully contrasting green textures are set off by grey foliage as well as a range of flower colours.
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A fitting [retail] end to a lush gardening tour of Kent.



Thurs 23 – Sun 26 April•	  Harrogate Spring Flower Show: a two-hour stint 
‘manning the stand’ gains you free all-day 
admission to this fabulous northern gardening 
exhibition

Saturday 2 May•	  The Magic of Plants Conference, Pudsey
Saturday 27 June – Weds 1 July•	  Group Holiday to Northamptonshire
Saturday 11 July•	  Group Day Trip
Fri 18 – Sun 20 September•	  Harrogate Autumn Flower Show – donate two 

hours of your time in exchange for a full day’s free 
entry – lots to see and buy.

Special Treats for Your 2015 Diary

Don’t miss ‘The Magic of Plants’ Conference, PudseyThe colourfully combined plantings of artist Jenny Jowett.

West Silchester Hall by Denise Dyson
At the beginning of our last day 
I did not think that we could 
possibly see a garden lovelier 
than any of those already visited. 
However, I soon realised that this 
garden was to be a near favourite. 
With cattle grazing in fields to our 
right, the gravel path made for 
the feeling of a colourful country 
walk. The pathside borders 
revealed choice planting, trellis 
sporting a pretty rose named 
‘Windrush’ with soft lemon-
yellow, semi-double flowers and 
musky fragrance, below which grew salvias, Nepeta parnassica and white alstromerias as 
well as dianthus and hardy geraniums.

All this led gently into a two-acre tranquil garden where the gracious Penny Jowett 
greeted our group. Around us were interestingly shaped beds filled with colourfully 
combined plantings – truly an artist’s palette. Among the many treasures I especially 
coveted were the single apricot hollyhock which looked perfect next to blue delphiniums. 
Nearby grew a Phlox maculata ‘Omega’ with soft white flowers and delicate pink centres.

The large island bed opposite the house was full of choice plants. Rosa ‘Graham 
Thomas’, with butter-yellow flowers, complemented a deep purple phlox and Geranium 
psilostemon. Many more plants came into view including Rosa ‘Sally Holmes’, with single 
creamy-white flowers, hibiscus, Cornus alternifolia and gillenia. To the left of the garden, 
trained along a fence was a rose, totally new to me, called ‘Apple Blossom’. With its pom-
pom-type soft pink flowers, it was a magnificent sight. Nearby grew more pink roses – the 
climbing cerise rambler ‘American Pillar’ and the rich pink ‘Gertrude Jekyll’. Clematis of 
all kinds scrambled up obelisks and walls.

As well as the plants in the garden there were artistically-arranged pots of geraniums 
in the porch. Round the back of the house I visited the artist’s studio where Penny painted 
some of her favourite flowers including exquisitely painted dianthus. Both Penny and 
her husband freely imparted their knowledge of the history of the house and garden as 
well as their very fruitful years living there. Their warm hospitality, beautiful garden, and 
delicious refreshments resulted in a truly memorable visit. 

Stone House Cottage Garden by Ann Fritchley
Stone House Cottage Garden and Nursery near Kidderminster was the last visit of the 
holiday, and Sally had saved the best, and my favourite, for the finale. The neglected 
property was purchased in 1974 by James and Louisa Arbuthnott when, with hard work 
and determination, James constructed the walls and follies, whilst Louisa developed the 
garden and nursery. It now holds one of the largest collections of rare plants in the country. 
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Discounted ticket 
price for WYorks 
Group members

Tickets / information from Vicky Harris –  contact details back cover

March Meeting - Friday 13 March 2015
The advertised speaker, Tom Mitchell, has been double-booked. Pat Inman graciously 
conceded to the Nottingham HPS Group as it’s their 50th Anniversary. Our new expert 
speaker is Howard Drury, who will be talking about ‘50 Years of Ashwood Specialities’. 
This should be a great talk as Ashwood Nursery has an international reputation for award-
winning hellebores, hepaticas, hardy cyclamen, hydrangeas, conifers, snowdrops, lewisias, 
salvias and primula auricula.

Thurs 23 – Sun 26 April•	  Harrogate Spring Flower Show: a two-hour stint 
‘manning the stand’ gains you free all-day 
admission to this fabulous northern gardening 
exhibition
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price for WYorks 
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March Meeting - Friday 13 March 2015
The advertised speaker, Tom Mitchell, has been double-booked. Pat Inman graciously 
conceded to the Nottingham HPS Group as it’s their 50th Anniversary. Our new expert 
speaker is Howard Drury, who will be talking about ‘50 Years of Ashwood Specialities’. 
This should be a great talk as Ashwood Nursery has an international reputation for award-
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I took over as HPS Photo Librarian in March 2014 and I found a collection in transition. 
We have a big collection of slides – over 10,000 of them – in two filing cabinets, which 
now reside in our study/bedroom. Unsurprisingly they are little used; only a handful of 
people now request slides for their talks.

But the digital image collection is growing. It was about 4000 when I took over, but 
since then over 1000 new images have been added. The pictures are now being used to 
support the seed distribution service and for people wanting images to support articles. 
To date though, there hasn’t been much demand for images to support talks. I think a 
significant problem is that people don’t know how large numbers of digital files can be 
moved about – whether they are requesting them for a talk or donating them to the library.

The answer is in the Cloud! Usually when I mention the Cloud, people’s expressions 
turn rather cloudy, their brows furrow, and then they change the subject, so I thought I 
might explain what the Cloud is, and how useful it is to a Society like ours. Please don’t 
stop reading, it isn’t that complicated!

The Cloud with a Silver lining

 Here’s one of the most recent additions to the Image Library – Iris unguicularis 
‘Kilbroney	Marble’, which is in flower now if you can find one!
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at the university, but then 
WOW, we were off to see the 
gardens, starting with a walk 
across parkland with beautiful 
large trees to reach West Dean 
College. The flint building’s 
origins go back to 1600AD but 
looked to have had a Victorian 
makeover. The family mansion 
and estate were conveyed 
by the owner to the Edward 
James Foundation, a charitable 
trust. This independent Higher 
Education college offers 
graduate and postgraduate 
courses. 

The front of the building 
had superb, beautifully colour 
coordinated flower beds, 
Melianthus major, purple 
dahlias, verbenas and white 
lunaria were in evidence and 
the panoramic views to the 
South Downs were spectacular.

A short walk past the 
church brought us past the old 
orangery to the breathtaking 
pergola. Designed by Harold 
Peto in 1911 it had been 
restored after the 1987 storm. It 
is 300 feet long and completely 
wonderful. I have never seen such beautiful planting and such perfection of presentation. 
Roses and clematis clambered up every pillar and wound along the great ropes. A never to 
be forgotten delight.

Next came the restored walled kitchen garden; here the fruit collections and vegetable 
plots were to be found. The perfection of growth, training and general upkeep was almost 
unbelievable. The 13 glasshouses, all built between 1890 and 1900, and superbly restored, 
were full of treasures. The melon house, the great fig tree, the vinery were all wonderful. 
My favourite glasshouse presented tiers of potted plants in full flower, not a blemish or 
dead leaf to be seen, fantastic.

West Dean Gardens presented the total perfection of every gardening technique and 
maintenance. Perhaps it lacked a smidgen of soul? There was absolutely no indication of 
a hardy planter sticking a few plants together to see how they would look because a little 
gap had been noticed.

It was a great treat to visit.
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A different viewpoint of the pergola walk 
creates a totally different atmosphere.
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One of the 13 greenhouses, full of treasures and all 
immaculately kept and presented.



This is it:
Imagine you have a lot of furniture in your house, so you decide to put some of it in 1. 
a storage warehouse.
Imagine telling the warehouse staff that your friends can borrow your stuff from the 2. 
store whenever they need a few chairs for a party or whatever.
Imagine doing the same with your computer files.3. 

That’s it. The great thing about the Cloud is that unlike a furniture warehouse, you 
don’t have to pay! Lots of companies offer a free basic storage service – they make their 
money from people who want to upgrade to a fancier version with masses of storage space 
– a lot of small businesses do this. It’s also secure. Your files can only be accessed by those 
who have been given permission by you.

I’m on the committee of another charity. We keep all our agendas, notes, member 
names and addresses etc in Google Docs, which is one of the free services you can find in 
the Cloud. All the committee members have the password so we all have instant access to 
all the documentation we need, wherever we are. It works really well.

Another service is WeTransfer. This is perfect for passing your pictures to me for the 
photo library because it only keeps the files for two weeks – so you put you pictures on 
the WeTransfer computer, I download them, and then they disappear from the Cloud. You 
can send up to two gigabytes in one go! It’s so easy too – you just go to www.wetransfer.
com, then you add your pictures, give your email address and mine and hit the transfer 
button. Job done. We can use the service the other way round too – I can send pictures to 
you, for a talk, say; Wetransfer will send you an email saying your pictures are ready, you 
hit the transfer button and 
there they are, on your 
computer. It’s easier than 
sending an email.

I hope the fog has 
lifted and you are now 
raring to go – send me 
some pictures through 
the Cloud! As long as 
your pictures are of 
decent quality (not off a 
mobile phone), accurately 
labelled and show the 
plant well, I’ll be happy 
to add them to the library.

Thanks in anticipation 
and may your every cloud 
have a silver lining!
Brian Hackett, 
Photo Librarian,           
Hardy Plant Society

in full flower and a Cercis canadensis ‘Forest Pansy’ sweeping 
over the lawn. At the far end is a wild flower meadow with 
mown paths threading through and at the top of the hill a folly 
that Andy built for the Chelsea Flower Show. As you come back 
down the garden you go under a bower of two Prunus ‘Shirotae’ 
trees that make an arch over the path, an idea he pinched from 
Penelope Hobhouse. There is a large pond backed by conifers 
with a pitcher plant given to him by Tom Hoblin, lots of water 
lilies, and marginal plants. Over to one side is a small vegetable 
garden with a trug growing salad leaves. At the foot of the hill 
there is a summer house, a formal pool, and an Italian garden with 
dieramas and eryngiums. Outside the conservatory is where you 
find all the plants. There is a circle at the top of the terrace so as 
you sit in the conservatory 
you are looking down the 
garden through a curtain 
of colour. Also on this 
terrace are a large number 
of pots expertly planted 
with unusual planting 
combinations. After the 
pleasure of walking round 
an outstanding garden 
with all the information 
from the gardener as 
we toured, we returned 
to the house where 
we were served Pimm’s 
and nibbles to enjoy in the 
sunshine.

West Dean Gardens 
by Pat Clarke
An evening visit to West 
Dean Gardens got off to 
a somewhat indifferent 
start for me because the 
plant sales area was not 
very tempting and was 
expensive, so I didn’t 
purchase anything. The 
dinner wasn’t as good 
as the Otter Restaurant 

Enjoying the Pimm’s 
in good company.
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A romantic view of the  300 foot long pergola walk.
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This gorgeous photo was taken at Stone House Cottage  
Garden on the 2014 WYorks Group holiday. But its name is 

proving elusive. Do you know what it is? 
Answers on a postcard to the Editor! 

What Is It? 
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who have been given permission by you.
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you, for a talk, say; Wetransfer will send you an email saying your pictures are ready, you 
hit the transfer button and 
there they are, on your 
computer. It’s easier than 
sending an email.

I hope the fog has 
lifted and you are now 
raring to go – send me 
some pictures through 
the Cloud! As long as 
your pictures are of 
decent quality (not off a 
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trees that make an arch over the path, an idea he pinched from 
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A romantic view of the  300 foot long pergola walk.
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This gorgeous photo was taken at Stone House Cottage  
Garden on the 2014 WYorks Group holiday. But its name is 

proving elusive. Do you know what it is? 
Answers on a postcard to the Editor! 

What Is It? 
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Sandhill Farm by Maggie Sugden
We were thrilled when we 
realised we were going 
to Sandhill Farm owned 
by Andy and Rosamund 
McIndoe. Andy is the 
Managing Director of 
Hilliers and we were 
going to see his private 
garden! There had been 
an article in the ‘English 
Garden’ so I had an idea 
what to expect but it far 
exceeded expectations. 
It was a beautiful June 
day, the sun was shining 
and there was Andy to 
greet us. He welcomed 
us and took us all round 
the garden explaining 
that they had wanted an elevated site facing west or south to catch the evening sun, on 
deep, well-drained, fertile soil of course. What they got was a house in a dip which faces 
northeast on poor sandy soil. 

This did not deter them and in the past 14 years have developed a fabulous garden. The 
vista runs the full length of the garden with areas of interest off to the sides. Most of the 
garden consists of trees and shrubs curving in and out of the central lawn. There are a few 
roses and herbaceous but 
the colour in the shrubs 
and trees give interest all 
year. As you walk through 
the garden you are awed 
by the magnificent use 
of trees and shrubs with 
a few roses such as 
‘Jubilee Celebration’, 
‘Bonica’, and my 
favourite ‘Jude the 
Obscure’ peeping through. 
Some of the trees that 
caught our attention were 
Cotinus ‘Golden Spirit’, 
Physocarpus opulifolius 
‘Diable d’Or’, a 
magnificent Cornus kousa 

Summer Holiday Garden & Nursery Reviews: Part 2

 Rosa  ‘Jude	the	Obscure’	beautifully	offset	by	the	surrounding	plants,	
a	mixture	of	contrasting	shapes	and	toned	colours.

Sussex Prairie Garden, Morlands Farm, Henfield, Sussex 
by Vicky Harris 

I had been looking 
forward to this visit for 
a long time and was not 
disappointed. It was 
another beautiful day with 
the sun shining – perfect 
weather for being in a 
prairie! Sussex Prairie 
has only been open for 
8 years. The garden was 
conceived by Paul and 
Pauline McBride who 
started the project with 
the aims of attracting and 
sustaining a wide variety 
of wildlife, creating a 
natural landscape setting 
and maintaining the garden with the minimum of 
resources, (minimal watering and mulching with 
their own compost). The layout of the garden is in 
large curved beds planted with hardy perennials with 
some shrubs and many grasses, which give movement 
and the additional dimension of sound to the visitor 
experience. 

Planting is in large blocks of colour and shape 
with borders that are enhanced with numerous 
sculptures designed to add structure and interest to the 
planting. One thing which was especially enjoyable 
were the seats placed, in some cases, at the top of high 
beds enabling the visitor to sit above the beds and view the whole site at once. Others were 
sited to enable the visitor to feel a sense of enclosure being totally surrounded by the plants.

The plants were fantastic examples of the best of perennials for late summer colour. 
In spite of the heat the plants were in wonderful shape and colour. Thalictrum ‘Elin’ was 
huge at around 8 feet tall, veronicastrums, Liatris spicata ‘Kobold’, annual and perennial 
poppies, Inula magnifica, many varieties of salvia and, something I had been hunting for 
ages, Lobelia siphilitica. We did not have enough time to really see and experience the 
garden in depth as the plant sales area called. What a find! Plants at around £3 – £4 (which 
were the cheapest of the holiday). Needless to say I indulged big time.

Sussex Prairie’s planting is punctuated with sculpture and seating.

Marmalade fly in flight at 
Sussex Prairie Gardens.
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Andy McIndoe, behatted, in his extensive and imaginatively planted garden.
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Sandhill Farm by Maggie Sugden
We were thrilled when we 
realised we were going 
to Sandhill Farm owned 
by Andy and Rosamund 
McIndoe. Andy is the 
Managing Director of 
Hilliers and we were 
going to see his private 
garden! There had been 
an article in the ‘English 
Garden’ so I had an idea 
what to expect but it far 
exceeded expectations. 
It was a beautiful June 
day, the sun was shining 
and there was Andy to 
greet us. He welcomed 
us and took us all round 
the garden explaining 
that they had wanted an elevated site facing west or south to catch the evening sun, on 
deep, well-drained, fertile soil of course. What they got was a house in a dip which faces 
northeast on poor sandy soil. 

This did not deter them and in the past 14 years have developed a fabulous garden. The 
vista runs the full length of the garden with areas of interest off to the sides. Most of the 
garden consists of trees and shrubs curving in and out of the central lawn. There are a few 
roses and herbaceous but 
the colour in the shrubs 
and trees give interest all 
year. As you walk through 
the garden you are awed 
by the magnificent use 
of trees and shrubs with 
a few roses such as 
‘Jubilee Celebration’, 
‘Bonica’, and my 
favourite ‘Jude the 
Obscure’ peeping through. 
Some of the trees that 
caught our attention were 
Cotinus ‘Golden Spirit’, 
Physocarpus opulifolius 
‘Diable d’Or’, a 
magnificent Cornus kousa 

Summer Holiday Garden & Nursery Reviews: Part 2

 Rosa  ‘Jude	the	Obscure’	beautifully	offset	by	the	surrounding	plants,	
a	mixture	of	contrasting	shapes	and	toned	colours.

Sussex Prairie Garden, Morlands Farm, Henfield, Sussex 
by Vicky Harris 

I had been looking 
forward to this visit for 
a long time and was not 
disappointed. It was 
another beautiful day with 
the sun shining – perfect 
weather for being in a 
prairie! Sussex Prairie 
has only been open for 
8 years. The garden was 
conceived by Paul and 
Pauline McBride who 
started the project with 
the aims of attracting and 
sustaining a wide variety 
of wildlife, creating a 
natural landscape setting 
and maintaining the garden with the minimum of 
resources, (minimal watering and mulching with 
their own compost). The layout of the garden is in 
large curved beds planted with hardy perennials with 
some shrubs and many grasses, which give movement 
and the additional dimension of sound to the visitor 
experience. 

Planting is in large blocks of colour and shape 
with borders that are enhanced with numerous 
sculptures designed to add structure and interest to the 
planting. One thing which was especially enjoyable 
were the seats placed, in some cases, at the top of high 
beds enabling the visitor to sit above the beds and view the whole site at once. Others were 
sited to enable the visitor to feel a sense of enclosure being totally surrounded by the plants.

The plants were fantastic examples of the best of perennials for late summer colour. 
In spite of the heat the plants were in wonderful shape and colour. Thalictrum ‘Elin’ was 
huge at around 8 feet tall, veronicastrums, Liatris spicata ‘Kobold’, annual and perennial 
poppies, Inula magnifica, many varieties of salvia and, something I had been hunting for 
ages, Lobelia siphilitica. We did not have enough time to really see and experience the 
garden in depth as the plant sales area called. What a find! Plants at around £3 – £4 (which 
were the cheapest of the holiday). Needless to say I indulged big time.

Sussex Prairie’s planting is punctuated with sculpture and seating.

Marmalade fly in flight at 
Sussex Prairie Gardens.
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Andy McIndoe, behatted, in his extensive and imaginatively planted garden.
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This is it:
Imagine you have a lot of furniture in your house, so you decide to put some of it in 1. 
a storage warehouse.
Imagine telling the warehouse staff that your friends can borrow your stuff from the 2. 
store whenever they need a few chairs for a party or whatever.
Imagine doing the same with your computer files.3. 

That’s it. The great thing about the Cloud is that unlike a furniture warehouse, you 
don’t have to pay! Lots of companies offer a free basic storage service – they make their 
money from people who want to upgrade to a fancier version with masses of storage space 
– a lot of small businesses do this. It’s also secure. Your files can only be accessed by those 
who have been given permission by you.

I’m on the committee of another charity. We keep all our agendas, notes, member 
names and addresses etc in Google Docs, which is one of the free services you can find in 
the Cloud. All the committee members have the password so we all have instant access to 
all the documentation we need, wherever we are. It works really well.

Another service is WeTransfer. This is perfect for passing your pictures to me for the 
photo library because it only keeps the files for two weeks – so you put you pictures on 
the WeTransfer computer, I download them, and then they disappear from the Cloud. You 
can send up to two gigabytes in one go! It’s so easy too – you just go to www.wetransfer.
com, then you add your pictures, give your email address and mine and hit the transfer 
button. Job done. We can use the service the other way round too – I can send pictures to 
you, for a talk, say; Wetransfer will send you an email saying your pictures are ready, you 
hit the transfer button and 
there they are, on your 
computer. It’s easier than 
sending an email.

I hope the fog has 
lifted and you are now 
raring to go – send me 
some pictures through 
the Cloud! As long as 
your pictures are of 
decent quality (not off a 
mobile phone), accurately 
labelled and show the 
plant well, I’ll be happy 
to add them to the library.

Thanks in anticipation 
and may your every cloud 
have a silver lining!
Brian Hackett, 
Photo Librarian,           
Hardy Plant Society

in full flower and a Cercis canadensis ‘Forest Pansy’ sweeping 
over the lawn. At the far end is a wild flower meadow with 
mown paths threading through and at the top of the hill a folly 
that Andy built for the Chelsea Flower Show. As you come back 
down the garden you go under a bower of two Prunus ‘Shirotae’ 
trees that make an arch over the path, an idea he pinched from 
Penelope Hobhouse. There is a large pond backed by conifers 
with a pitcher plant given to him by Tom Hoblin, lots of water 
lilies, and marginal plants. Over to one side is a small vegetable 
garden with a trug growing salad leaves. At the foot of the hill 
there is a summer house, a formal pool, and an Italian garden with 
dieramas and eryngiums. Outside the conservatory is where you 
find all the plants. There is a circle at the top of the terrace so as 
you sit in the conservatory 
you are looking down the 
garden through a curtain 
of colour. Also on this 
terrace are a large number 
of pots expertly planted 
with unusual planting 
combinations. After the 
pleasure of walking round 
an outstanding garden 
with all the information 
from the gardener as 
we toured, we returned 
to the house where 
we were served Pimm’s 
and nibbles to enjoy in the 
sunshine.

West Dean Gardens 
by Pat Clarke
An evening visit to West 
Dean Gardens got off to 
a somewhat indifferent 
start for me because the 
plant sales area was not 
very tempting and was 
expensive, so I didn’t 
purchase anything. The 
dinner wasn’t as good 
as the Otter Restaurant 

Enjoying the Pimm’s 
in good company.
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A romantic view of the  300 foot long pergola walk.
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This gorgeous photo was taken at Stone House Cottage  
Garden on the 2014 WYorks Group holiday. But its name is 

proving elusive. Do you know what it is? 
Answers on a postcard to the Editor! 

What Is It? 
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I took over as HPS Photo Librarian in March 2014 and I found a collection in transition. 
We have a big collection of slides – over 10,000 of them – in two filing cabinets, which 
now reside in our study/bedroom. Unsurprisingly they are little used; only a handful of 
people now request slides for their talks.

But the digital image collection is growing. It was about 4000 when I took over, but 
since then over 1000 new images have been added. The pictures are now being used to 
support the seed distribution service and for people wanting images to support articles. 
To date though, there hasn’t been much demand for images to support talks. I think a 
significant problem is that people don’t know how large numbers of digital files can be 
moved about – whether they are requesting them for a talk or donating them to the library.

The answer is in the Cloud! Usually when I mention the Cloud, people’s expressions 
turn rather cloudy, their brows furrow, and then they change the subject, so I thought I 
might explain what the Cloud is, and how useful it is to a Society like ours. Please don’t 
stop reading, it isn’t that complicated!

The Cloud with a Silver lining

 Here’s one of the most recent additions to the Image Library – Iris unguicularis 
‘Kilbroney	Marble’, which is in flower now if you can find one!
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at the university, but then 
WOW, we were off to see the 
gardens, starting with a walk 
across parkland with beautiful 
large trees to reach West Dean 
College. The flint building’s 
origins go back to 1600AD but 
looked to have had a Victorian 
makeover. The family mansion 
and estate were conveyed 
by the owner to the Edward 
James Foundation, a charitable 
trust. This independent Higher 
Education college offers 
graduate and postgraduate 
courses. 

The front of the building 
had superb, beautifully colour 
coordinated flower beds, 
Melianthus major, purple 
dahlias, verbenas and white 
lunaria were in evidence and 
the panoramic views to the 
South Downs were spectacular.

A short walk past the 
church brought us past the old 
orangery to the breathtaking 
pergola. Designed by Harold 
Peto in 1911 it had been 
restored after the 1987 storm. It 
is 300 feet long and completely 
wonderful. I have never seen such beautiful planting and such perfection of presentation. 
Roses and clematis clambered up every pillar and wound along the great ropes. A never to 
be forgotten delight.

Next came the restored walled kitchen garden; here the fruit collections and vegetable 
plots were to be found. The perfection of growth, training and general upkeep was almost 
unbelievable. The 13 glasshouses, all built between 1890 and 1900, and superbly restored, 
were full of treasures. The melon house, the great fig tree, the vinery were all wonderful. 
My favourite glasshouse presented tiers of potted plants in full flower, not a blemish or 
dead leaf to be seen, fantastic.

West Dean Gardens presented the total perfection of every gardening technique and 
maintenance. Perhaps it lacked a smidgen of soul? There was absolutely no indication of 
a hardy planter sticking a few plants together to see how they would look because a little 
gap had been noticed.

It was a great treat to visit.
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A different viewpoint of the pergola walk 
creates a totally different atmosphere.
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One of the 13 greenhouses, full of treasures and all 
immaculately kept and presented.



Thurs 23 – Sun 26 April•	  Harrogate Spring Flower Show: a two-hour stint 
‘manning the stand’ gains you free all-day 
admission to this fabulous northern gardening 
exhibition

Saturday 2 May•	  The Magic of Plants Conference, Pudsey
Saturday 27 June – Weds 1 July•	  Group Holiday to Northamptonshire
Saturday 11 July•	  Group Day Trip
Fri 18 – Sun 20 September•	  Harrogate Autumn Flower Show – donate two 

hours of your time in exchange for a full day’s free 
entry – lots to see and buy.

Special Treats for Your 2015 Diary

Don’t miss ‘The Magic of Plants’ Conference, PudseyThe colourfully combined plantings of artist Jenny Jowett.

West Silchester Hall by Denise Dyson
At the beginning of our last day 
I did not think that we could 
possibly see a garden lovelier 
than any of those already visited. 
However, I soon realised that this 
garden was to be a near favourite. 
With cattle grazing in fields to our 
right, the gravel path made for 
the feeling of a colourful country 
walk. The pathside borders 
revealed choice planting, trellis 
sporting a pretty rose named 
‘Windrush’ with soft lemon-
yellow, semi-double flowers and 
musky fragrance, below which grew salvias, Nepeta parnassica and white alstromerias as 
well as dianthus and hardy geraniums.

All this led gently into a two-acre tranquil garden where the gracious Penny Jowett 
greeted our group. Around us were interestingly shaped beds filled with colourfully 
combined plantings – truly an artist’s palette. Among the many treasures I especially 
coveted were the single apricot hollyhock which looked perfect next to blue delphiniums. 
Nearby grew a Phlox maculata ‘Omega’ with soft white flowers and delicate pink centres.

The large island bed opposite the house was full of choice plants. Rosa ‘Graham 
Thomas’, with butter-yellow flowers, complemented a deep purple phlox and Geranium 
psilostemon. Many more plants came into view including Rosa ‘Sally Holmes’, with single 
creamy-white flowers, hibiscus, Cornus alternifolia and gillenia. To the left of the garden, 
trained along a fence was a rose, totally new to me, called ‘Apple Blossom’. With its pom-
pom-type soft pink flowers, it was a magnificent sight. Nearby grew more pink roses – the 
climbing cerise rambler ‘American Pillar’ and the rich pink ‘Gertrude Jekyll’. Clematis of 
all kinds scrambled up obelisks and walls.

As well as the plants in the garden there were artistically-arranged pots of geraniums 
in the porch. Round the back of the house I visited the artist’s studio where Penny painted 
some of her favourite flowers including exquisitely painted dianthus. Both Penny and 
her husband freely imparted their knowledge of the history of the house and garden as 
well as their very fruitful years living there. Their warm hospitality, beautiful garden, and 
delicious refreshments resulted in a truly memorable visit. 

Stone House Cottage Garden by ann Fritchley
Stone House Cottage Garden and Nursery near Kidderminster was the last visit of the 
holiday, and Sally had saved the best, and my favourite, for the finale. The neglected 
property was purchased in 1974 by James and Louisa Arbuthnott when, with hard work 
and determination, James constructed the walls and follies, whilst Louisa developed the 
garden and nursery. It now holds one of the largest collections of rare plants in the country. 
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Discounted ticket 
price for WYorks 
Group members

Tickets / information from Vicky Harris –  contact details back cover

March Meeting - Friday 13 March 2015
The advertised speaker, Tom Mitchell, has double-booked himself. Pat Inman graciously 
conceded to the Nottingham HPS Group as it’s their 50th Anniversary. Our new expert 
speaker is Howard Drury, who will be talking about ‘50 Years of Ashwood Specialities’. 
This should be a great talk as Ashwood Nursery has an international reputation for award-
winning hellebores, hepaticas, hardy cyclamen, hydrangeas, conifers, snowdrops, lewisias, 
salvias and primula auricula.



Thank you to everyone who braved the elements to attend 
the AGM in January. For those who were not able to be 
there, a few bits of information to keep you up to date.

2014 was another good year for the West Yorkshire 
Group. We had some excellent speakers; very enjoyable 
garden visits both locally and further afield, and two medal 
winning exhibits at the Harrogate Flower Shows, which 
were very well received by the public. Financially we, 
roughly speaking, ‘broke even’, which is a great result 
considering the speakers we have had, the wonderful 
newsletters we receive and the subsidies that are available 

to all members for our evening visits and day trip. These subsidies will be further extended 
this year to allow all members who book in advance to attend the Day Conference for just 
£10 – a saving of 50%, which I hope many of you will avail yourselves of. We are able to 
do all this because of your support for the group, particularly at our two plant auctions.

Two of the committee members have stood down this year. Sally Robinson who 
has been a very active and helpful committee member in a variety of ways, including 
organizing our annual holiday for the last 3 years, and Sandra Tesseyman who has served 
on the committee for 12 years. For most of that time Sandra has been ‘without portfolio’ 
but has been particularly active in preparing plants and officiating at plant sales, especially 
in the run-up to our Chelsea exhibit in 2010. To both Sally and Sandra we say a huge 
‘thank you’.

I am delighted to report that they have been replaced by Kate Van Heel and Brian 
Hackett. Kate has a lovely ‘Yellow Book’ garden that we will be visiting in August and 
Brian is the national HPS Photo Librarian, so I am sure they each have much to contribute 
to the committee. During the year Colin Guttridge also joined the committee – he and 
Rena organize our involvement in the Conservation Scheme jointly and Colin is another 
very willing pair of hands. So for the first time in several years the committee is at full 
strength, which is wonderful.

Our Treasurer, Wendy, is now spending part of each year in France so we are grateful 
to Maggie Sugden, who has agreed to become more involved in the day-to-day running of 
our finances.

As far as our involvement with the National Society goes, apart from Brian being the 
Photo Librarian, his wife Lynne has recently become the Editor of the national Newsletter. 
We thank them both for undertaking these roles on our behalf. Furthermore, following the 
national AGM in March, we anticipate that we will have in our midst the National Vice-
Chairman, as Ruth Baumberg has agreed to stand for election to that office.

When I started to write this I thought that there really wasn’t much to say, but it just 
goes to show what an active group we are. We look forward to that carrying on throughout 
2015. 
Best wishes,
Sue Gray
Chairman, West Yorkshire Group HPS

Welcome to the Winter 2015 Newsletter

SPECial NOTE: 
If there is a red dot on 

the front of your newsletter 
your subscription to the 

WYorks HPS Group is due for 
renewal. Wendy or Maggie 

will be happy to advise
 how to renew.

This beautiful and romantic garden is divided by hedges and arches with surprises round 
every corner, and filled with wonderful plants, so many completely new to us. The high 
brick walls are festooned with rare climbers, roses, clematis, aconitum, acacia, and many 
we couldn’t name; fascinating plants such as Loasa triphylla var volcanica with brilliant 
scarlet flowers, but beware, the plant has a vicious nettle-like sting [see front cover of 
previous issue]. Some of the group ventured up the rickety winding stairs to the top of the 
watch tower where we had a wonderful bird’s-eye view over the garden, and were able to 
spot the places we’d missed.

Last but not least the nursery 
was full of tempting treasures found 
nowhere else, and most people had 
raided the beds there first. Louisa 
was by herself manning the sales 
and fielding questions, as well as 
packing the purchases into crates 
and then on to her trailer which, 
when full, she drove down the 
lane to the coach, much to the 
consternation of the driver as he saw 
it approach his already overpacked 
vehicle.

What a wonderful close to a 
memorable trip. Thank you Sally.
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Wonderfully contrasting green textures are set off by grey foliage as well as a range of flower colours.
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A fitting [retail] end to a lush gardening tour of Kent.
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Committee Members 2015

More Online
www.wyhps.co.uk•	
Follow	us	on	Facebook:	West	Yorkshire	Hardy	Plant	Society•	
www.hardy-plant.org.uk•	

West Yorkshire Group
Newsletter

Winter 2015
A stunning colour combination to pique interest in this imaginative winter planting.
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